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Quarterly Journal of the Shropshire Caving & Mining Club Autumn Issue No: 2002.3

Library Additions
North Wales Caving Club:
Newsletter 279, May/June 2002.
Features a report on cave diving in
the Dordogne and a test of the
NWCC winch.
Newsletter 280, July/August 2002.
Features an update on the Minera
Caves and a trip report to Temple
Mine (part of the NAMHO
conference).

Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary
Society: Stone Chat, Volume 23, No.1
Autumn 2002

Hidden Earth 2002
This year the National Caving
Conference, known as Hidden Earth
was held in Monmouth in the Forest
of Dean over the weekend of 27-29th
September. Several members
attended, and a full report will appear
in the next issue of Below. Futher
information can be found at:

www.hidden-earth.org.uk

Help Wanted for:
Snailbeach Mine -

Schools Open Days
11-12th October 2002

The above event is being organised
by the Shropshire Mines Trust over
the Friday and Saturday.  We hope to
have a number of school groups
attending both days.  The idea is for
each group to arrive at the Village
Hall by coach, drop off the children
and the coach will then go to the Bog
Mine to park until ready to pick them
up again.

The activities will take place over a
two hour time slot.  There are three
separate activities within this slot,
which will take around 40 minutes
each.  It is important that none of
these take more than 40 minutes or it
will screw up the timings.  The way it
is arranged, volunteers doing the
activities will have a 20 minute break
between each session.  If we do not
fill all of the slots then it will be more.

We need volunteers to help out on
each day.  Jill Knill and Sue
Southwick have already volunteered
to do the Social History slot on
Friday and Saturday respectively.  I
need helpers on both days for the
Surface Walk and Underground Trip
to Day Level.  If you can help can
you let me know please.

I would also like to have a counter
selling books, etc for SMT funds if
we can find helpers for it.  Anyone
interested in helping with this?

Adrian Pearce

For Sale
All brand new, unused....

1 x Petzl Basic Ascender: £20
2 x Petzl Stop Descender: £37 each
2 x 11mm idiot loops: £ 4 each
2 x 9mm static foot loops: £3.50 each

Replies to Andy Harris – first come,
first served, be quick these are at
lower prices than usual !

You can contact him either by e-mail:
Andy.Harris@prh-tr.wmids.nhs.uk
or phone:  01630 639657

These items are available due to a mix
up over ordering SRT kits for SCMC.
oops!

Sugnall Well
One clearing session has been held
already on the well, and further ones
are planned. There is still some
debate as to exactly whether it is a
well or not .. hopefully more will be
known in time for the next issue.

What’s the Point?
Nine club members were
involved in fitting this forest
of anti-pigeon spikes to
ledges on the tower above
the main door of Newport
Church on the evenings of
Tuesday 17th & Wednesday
18th September.  Abseiling
down the tower was good
fun - particularly when it got
dark and the flood-lights
came on! Although it was a
little nerve racking passing the clock face and the stained glass window on
one of the ropes, which decided to behave in a very strange way, causing
anyone on the rope to suddenly drop several feet without warning!

Picture: Sue Blattner/Neal Rushton
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News Round-Up 1
by Ivor Brown

Congratulations to Alan & Ev Taylor

Man Engine at East
Roman Gravels
(see front page, last issue) A copy of
the Mining Journal, 7th October 1882
has been obtained and no mention
found of a man-engine - the nearest
reference is a comment by Arthur
Waters that a new engine has been
erected and now transport is no
longer by kibble (20 minutes), but by
quicker means (1½ minutes). This
seems more likely to have been a
larger winding engine and a
manriding cage - it is unlikely that a
man engine trip could be as quick! A
search has found no reference to man
engines in any issue of the Mining
Journal through 1882.

Whinberry Source
The Stiperstones Inn has found a
new source of Whinberry Pies - a
mass producer at Bishops Castle
(who calls them “Wimberry Pies”).
The shop sells them at £1.40 against
‘home-made’ at £6, a much higher
price. The £1.40 pies are good but
not as thick or as juicy as ‘home-
made’.

Mine & Quarry Plans
The quarterly journal ‘Mineral
Planning’ often contains important
features on Shropshire mineral
working. Recent issues have
included items on a proposed
extension to Hadley Clay Quarry
(June 2002 and a proposed opencast
coal/clay site at Dawley Road,
Telford (March 2002).

Chillingham Castle
IJB visited Chillingham Castle, home
of the Tankerville’s, mineral lords of
part of the Shropshire Metal Mining
area - a distant relative of the family
has been involved in its opening to
the public. After 50 years of decay it
is slowly being restored, but it is a
most interesting building. The
bookshop is selling a book on
ghosts, by Leonore, wife of the 7th
Earl, but no references to Shropshire.
The guides stated that no records of
mining were kept in the Castle and no
artefacts could be seen.

Huglith Fatalities
An enquirer has asked for details of
the three fatal accidents at Huglith
Mine in the 1930/40’s. Apparently
they all occurred on “Friday 13th” of
various months. One fatality has
been found so far in the Mines
Inspectors reports in 1930, but this
was on the 21st March. If anyone can
help please contact the writer (see
“Never on a Sunday” page 56 for
source of information).

[There were 11 “Friday 13th’s”
between 1930 and 1935: June 1930,
Feb. ‘31, March ‘31, Nov. ‘31, May
‘32, Jan. ‘33, Oct. ‘33, April ‘34,
July ‘34, Sept. ‘35 and Dec. ‘35.]

New Mining Gallery
A new gallery has recently been
opened at the National Coal Mining
Museum by the Duke of Edinburgh
(the work has cost £6.5 million). One
feature is a map showing all the
coalfields in England. Each has a
button to be pressed to obtain a
short local commentary. Guess who
speaks when the Shropshire button
is pressed!

Mining Memorial
Moves are afoot to erect a memorial
to the 9 men and 3 boys killed in
Shropshire’s worst mine disaster 140
years ago (29th December 1862). The
miners died when their cage crashed
to the bottom of the shaft at the Dark
Lane pit near what is now Telford
Town Centre. More about this
elsewhere.

UK Mechanisation
Two small coal mines in the UK now
have mechanised loading; Hayroyds
Colliery, West Yorkshire, has two
loaders and the developing Moorside
Colliery, South Yorkshire has one.
The machines used include Arc-Wall
Cutters and Bob Cart Loaders. It is
proposed also to try underground
auger mining methods at Hayroyds.

Potash
Cleveland Potash are now producing
about 1 million tonnes of potash and
0.5 million tonnes of rock salt each
year. They are advertising for an
Assistant General Manager ‘over 40
years of age’ to help them “take
advantage of the latest technology
developments”.

Who celebrated their Golden
Wedding Anniversary on 14th
June 2002.

Picture: Bob Taylor, 2002
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Box Stone Weekend
11th & 12th May 2002

Members Present:  I.Davies,
M.Davies, S. Holding, A.Harris,
J.Priest, I. Cooper

The majority of members travelled
down to Wiltshire on Friday evening,
meeting up at the campsite just
outside Lacock.  Once domestic
issues had been resolved and tents
pitched we made our way to the pub
for sustenance and a drink.
Although about a mile’s walk we all
agreed that the distance was worth it.

Stoke Hill Mine
Our first appointment on Saturday
morning was at Stoke Hill, a working
mine operated by the ‘Bath Stone
Company’, situated just outside the
village of Limpley Stoke.  When we
arrived we were welcomed and
introduced to the owner, Walter
Steel, and his two dogs that joined us
on the tour.  Entering the main
haulage tunnel we were shown the
system of reflective markers on the
walls.  From each point in the mine it
is possible to see two markers, if they
are both red then you are heading
into the mine, if they are green then
you’re heading out of the mine.

Whilst walking along we were told
how the mine had originally started
life as a quarry on the surface, when
the overburden became too great the
workings headed underground.

Like many of the mines in the area
Stoke Hill was commandeered by the
ministry of defence at the start of the
Second World War to act as an
ammunition store.  The modifications
made by the ministry stand out as
they’re made of red brick – slightly
out of place next to the cream white
stone in the rest of the mine!

Passing around the edge of the
brightly illuminated fitting bays we
heading towards the current working
area, travelling past a large Eimco
front loading shovel used to move
waste stone around.  As we walked
along Walter explained how the
stone is laid in various workable
beds, and the techniques originally
used to extract it.  Drawing near to
the working machinery we could hear

the drone of diesel engines and feel
the temperature around us rise quite
sharply as a result of the exhaust
fumes.  Beside the main entrance that
we’d used, the mine also has another
back entrance, and a shaft down
which large fans force air along
ducting to the working area for
ventilation, exhaust gases naturally
being displaced by the fresh air being
blown in.

At the end of the mine we were able
to watch as modified coal cutters
carefully cut slots around the edges
of the block of stone to be extracted,
this was then broken out of place,
before being carefully moved by fork-
lift trucks.  Above the stone that has
been extracted lies a layer of waste
stone, separated from the solid rock
above by a thin layer of clay.
Original techniques required this
waste to be removed and safely
stacked in worked out areas.  The
disadvantage of this is that large
quantities of waste stone need to be
shuffled around in the mine.  The
techniques used now involve
installing structural bolts into the
roof at regular intervals, literally
bolting the unstable waste stone to
the bed of solid stone above.

From the working area we were taken
to the old abandoned workings, this
involved a step up of about 4ft onto
an unworked bed of stone.  In this

area we could clearly see how the
stone had been removed by hand, we
were also introduced to our first
underground hand crane of the
weekend, still able to rotate in it’s
bearings!  It was explained that over
the next two years they hope to be
able to cut out a long straight tunnel,
the roof being supported by bolts
rather than the traditional pillars.
Once the long straight passage has
been completed they will be able to
easily work the stone at 90o to the
tunnel, the company is allowed to
extract up to 70% of the stone, the
rest being required to hold up the
ground above!

Before leaving we stopped to look at
the processing chamber, the main
feature in here is a modified wood
saw, the chain of which has tungsten
tips added to prolong it’s life.  The
advantage of processing the stone
underground is that the surface yard
is limited to just stone storage, the
neighbours who live nearby don’t
have to put up with noise or dust
from the dressing process.  Having
thanked everyone at Stoke Hill Mine,
we made plans for the rest of the day.

Swan Mine
Looking at the time we decided that
we’d be able to explore Swan mine
before lunch, the fact that it’s located
opposite a pub is pure coincidence.

Box Stone Mine ‘Crane Country’ - Timber crane used to lift and haul blocks
of stone. Picture: Ian Cooper, 2002.
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Just off the road, the main entrance is
easily found.  The mouth of the
tunnel has now collapsed slightly,
the condition reflecting it’s
abandoned and neglected status.
Instead of using this we climbed up a
bit higher to an alternative entrance,
this has been strengthened by steel
sheeting around a framework of old
metal table legs.  The resulting hole
in the centre is just large enough to
crawl through.

On the inside we made our way
through the worked out chambers
until we reached the main haulage
way, from here we could see daylight
entering through the main entrance.

Heading into the mine we
systematically made our way around
the workings, which fan out from the
main passage in a similar way to the
branches of a tree.  Quite a large
number of artefacts can be found in
collections around the mine, along
with one complete crane, one other
crane has become partially crushed
as a large slab of stone above it has
dropped down.  Unfortunately I’d
decided to travel light and not take
my camera into this mine, various
comments were made by other
members of the party about this
policy, which by then I’d begun to
regret.

Exploring the mine only took about
1½ - 2 hours, we emerged out
through the main entrance in time to
visit the pub over the road for a drink
and a bite to eat.

Farleigh Down Mine
Our first trip after lunch was a brief
visit into the disused areas of
Monkton Farleigh.  The majority of
the site is now owned by Wansdyke
Security and used for secure storage,
however, Districts 19 & 20 are not
used and bricked off from the rest of
the site. The entrances to 19 & 20
have been bricked up but it seems
that each time it’s sealed the walls are
demolished a couple of weeks later!

Current reports suggest it has now
been sealed again since our visit.

The inside just resembles an empty
warehouse, the walls are white-
washed and the remains of electrical
fittings adorn the ceiling.  Along
most of the main tunnels are the
remains of the conveyor system in
various states of dereliction, some of
the storage bays which lead off the
main tunnels contain stripped out
wiring but most are empty.

Towards the back of the mine we
found the condensers and fan from
the air conditioning system, along
with some of the shafts used for
ventilation, all now grilled to prevent
access.  We were able to make our
way through districts 19 & 20 until
we came to the wall separating us
from Wansdyke’s storage facility.
Unfortunately there is evidence that
people have tried to break through
the wall, one brick is missing
completely.  Looking through the
hole it is possible to see modern
wiring and hear the drone of fans not
too far away. We quietly retraced our
steps leaving Wansdyke to carry out
their commercial activities in peace.

The areas we visited are largely
empty, although remaining features
include occasional signs on the
walls, secure doors between the
districts and evidence of fixtures and
fittings.

We understand from the internet that
access is not permitted, but by
wandering off a public footpath we
were able to enter the slope shaft
without passing any signs or meeting
any obstacles.

Having finished here we decided to
have a look in the adjacent Brown’s
Folly Mine.

Brown’s Folly Mine
Advance planning had produced a
key to Brown’s Folly as Avon
Wildlife Trust have recently locked
the entrances to protect the
important bat roosts, responsible
explorers (like us!) can have a key on
request.  Unfortunately we didn’t
have much luck in Browns Folly and
soon felt it was time to leave.

Box Stone Weekend
continued ...

Right: Monkton
Farleigh, view
looking up 20
District slope
shaft towards the
surface.

Below: Monkton Farleigh Ventilation Fan

Pictures:
Ian Cooper
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Having completed 4 trips in one day
we were all tired and ready for a meal,
once back at the campsite we were
able to have a quick wash before
meeting up with Andy Harris and
John Priest who had driven down to
join us in preparation for the Sunday
trip to Box.

Box Mine
We entered the mine via ‘Jack’s
Entrance’  as prior research had
shown that it is recommended not to
use the ‘Backdoor’ entrance except in
emergencies to prevent annoying the
landowner.  ‘Jack’s Entrance’ is
situated in open woodland that
contains a network of public
footpaths, a short search soon found
the opening at the base of a quarry
face.

The walls just inside the entrance are
heavily covered in graffiti, however,
this soon dies away as we pass
deeper into the mine beyond the
courage threshold of those
responsible for the wall markings!

‘Jack’s Entrance’ is located in the
bottom left-hand corner of the mine,
the opposite end from most of the
interesting artefacts, which are
located in the top right-hand corner.
The main routes through the mine
extend across the width so our
progress was a little obscure as we
made our way through the workings
and crossed the haulage roads.  It
soon became apparent that all
ventures into Box require a copy of
the surveys.

Steve had brought the set of 3 plans
along and a compass.  The large
detailed scale of the plans required
one person to constantly follow the
route on paper, keeping an eye on
where we physically were and
counting off each junction and
passage.  Even taking this precaution
we managed to miss turnings and
only realised our mistakes when what
lay in front of us didn’t tie up with
the plan, a short retrace of our steps
soon corrected matters.

Our first aim was to reach the
‘Cathedral’, a large chamber with a

high roof that is rectangular in shape,
at one end is a wide shaft open to the
surface.  On the floor of the chamber
below the shaft is a large conical pile
of rubbish deposited down the shaft
over quite a number of years.

Our entry into the ‘Cathedral’ wasn’t
straightforward, we were able to smell
the fresh air, and even at times catch
a glimpse of the daylight present in
the chamber, but finding the elusive
route to it took a bit more searching.
In the end we made it there, but
didn’t enter from the side we’d
planned on, some how, we had
worked our way around the outside
of the chamber before breaking into
it!  Whilst marvelling at the open
space two other mine explorers came
and joined us, one of which, Dave
Thompson, we knew from our
exploits at Nenthead.  After greeting
each other we went our separate
ways, only to keep bumping into
each other again throughout the
afternoon.

From the ‘Cathedral’ we made our
way to ‘Crane Country’ a section of
the mine famous for it’s large number
of timber cranes used to lift and haul
the blocks of stone.  Our route was
slightly easier as we were now
following a more popular route, even
so, it was still necessary to follow our
progress on the survey.  Passing at
least one crane on our journey we
finally ended up in a pleasant
chamber complete with crane, a
number of blocks of stone, tools and
other artefacts (see picture on page
3).  Time and general opinion
suggested that this was an ideal
place to spread out our picnic and
have some food, whilst eating we
were once again joined by Dave and
his friend who were leaving
strategically placed markers to aid
their return journey out of the mine.
Once the photographers in the group
had recorded the scene for posterity
we moved on.

Our next aim was to view the old
MOD areas at the extreme edge of the
mine, our route there took us past a
mobile rail mounted winch and yet
another chamber with a crane in situ.

Box Stone Weekend
continued ...

Razor wire and steel grids across the
passage guard entry into the ministry
areas, routes have been cut through
these obstructions until you finally
reach an old MOD sign advising
against unauthorised entry.

On the walls of the passage beyond
this can be see the remains of
electrical switch-gear, all long since
stripped out, only the cables and
mounting boxes still remain.  All of
the passages in this area have been
enlarged and strengthened by the
MOD, large concrete pillars support
the roof along the sides.  Reaching
the end of these tunnels one is faced
with a breeze block wall and a steel
door.  It is possible to see the
electrical switch box and mounting
bracket which once supported a
closed circuit camera that monitored
the steel door and ensured MOD
police would meet anyone caught
going near it.  Set back from the door
is an angle-iron frame that supports
white panelling, suggestions were
that this either supported lighting, or
ensured even lighting for anyone’s
photograph should they pass in front
of the camera.  All of this equipment
has now been vandalised and
removed, approaching the door it is
possible to hear ventilation
equipment still running on the other
side.

Sections of the MOD site have now
been sold off to commercial secure
storage companies, with the MOD
only occupying a smaller
underground site.  A search of the
internet produces grand claims for
the security of documents entrusted
to the company in question.  The
advanced measures used to prevent
access to their site from the surface
are explained in great detail, and the
claim that at over 100ft deep they
would ‘notice anyone digging down’.
The companies don’t make any
comment about their underground
back door, no doubt still heavily
guarded on the inside (no-one felt
like knocking on the door to find
out!) but now a shadow of it’s former
MOD self with regards to security on
the ‘outside’.
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Having made our way along the
impressive large passages we
carefully climbed back through yet
more fences and razor wire to leave
only footprints behind us.  The time
was passing by and with the
prospect of driving back up to
Shropshire we started to head out.

The majority of the group didn’t
fancy the prospect of searching for
‘Jack’s Entrance’, now at the
opposite end of the mine from our
current location, so we started to aim
for the ‘Backdoor’.  Our journey to
the backdoor was anything but
straight forward and yet again,
common underground sense and a

copy of the survey were essential.
Eventually we managed to get near to
the entrance: the survey showed we
were by the entrance, Steve’s
recollections said we were near the
entrance, we could smell the
entrance, even all the writing on the
walls said we were near the entrance
– we just couldn’t find it!  Matters
weren’t helped by the fact we’d used
a different entrance in the morning,
so we weren’t able to recognise
anything we had seen on our way in.

Fortunately we caught a glimpse of
Dave again, and headed towards him,
sure enough we had been right next
to it, the ‘Backdoor’ isn’t obvious

and we hadn’t found it.  We were
consoled by the fact that Dave
hadn’t managed to find his way
straight out either, they had emerged
into daylight leaving about a third of
their markers in the mine, another trip
following the missed markers tidied
things up and removed the left overs.

All of the members agreed that the
weekend had been thoroughly
enjoyable, thanks to Ian Davies for
the organisation and finding such a
wonderful campsite. Thoughts can
now turn to a return trip next year to
properly investigate Browns Folly
with the aid of a proper survey.

Ian Cooper

Box Stone Weekend
continued ...

Trip Report - Sugnall - 28th August 2002
Members present: Barry Job, Mike
Moore, Eileen Bowen, Ian Cooper,
Andy Harris, Mike Worsfold and
Atom.

Early in the summer of this year, the
club was contacted by the land
owner of Sugnall Hall, in
Staffordshire, regarding the possible
clearing of a well. Mike Moore and
myself visited to check out the
situation and found what was
described as a well located in a partly
sunken surrounding building close to
where the old hall had been located.

The ‘well’ is surprisingly wide, with a
diameter of around 16’. The wall of
the surrounding building is more like
24’ diameter with walls of about 6’,
and with a rather flat dome. The
whole roof is covered with earth -
there being a slight ramp down to an
entrance stepping down 2’6” to the
floor of the building. It had been
suggested that this had been a
donkey whim - the whim being
mounted in the middle of the well and
the donkey moving round. There is
some lead flashing in the middle of
the dome and sockets in the walls of
the well that could have supported a
timber for the bottom of a whim axle.

The site had for many years been
used as a Scout camp site and the
well had obviously been used as a
dumping place for discarded

equipment - laundry items, bed parts,
tent poles etc. Now that this use had
ended, the land owner would like to
empty the well to reveal its original
appearance.

On the 28th August, eight club
members attended and probably
removed around 10’ depth of rubbish
to give a clear depth of around 30’.

This did not reveal any further
information on the structure or use of
the structure but there were thoughts
that it might have been an ice-house
rather than a well. Many of those
present seem happy to return to clear
more rubbish and this might give a
better idea of what the structures
true use was. Anyone interested in
helping should contact myself.

Steve Holding

Zambian Mining
Twigg Minerals plc has made an offer
to acquire the entire share capital of
Australian-based African Eagle
Resources and its wholly-owned
subsidiary Katanga Resources,
which holds 5 prospecting licences in
Zambia. The company believes that
there is excellent potential for gold,
copper-goldm and polymetallic
deposits in the acquired license.

Materials World, Aug. 2002
submitted by Brian Tildesley

A Long Way from
Home

A homing pigeon hitched a ride on a
boat during a cross channel race, and
ended up in South Africa.
The bird missed the finishing line by
5,000 miles and was discovered down
a diamond mine in Alexander Bay,
just north of Cape Town!

Owner, Henry Sinfield, 79, got the
shock of his life when , 3 weeks after
the race, he got a call from South
Africa saying that his prize bird had
been found. The pigeon was taking
part in a race from Fourgeres, in
France, on June 8, and was supposed
to return to Mr Sinfield’s home in
South Normanton, Derbyshire.
It is being claimed as the longest
flight any pigeon has ever made!

Shropshire Star,
19th July 2002

submitted by Brian Tildesley

Perhaps the Club should train carrier
pigeons to bring important messages
out of mines in rescue situations!

Merger Happens
The anticipated merger between the
‘Institute of Materials’ and the
‘Institution of Mining and
Metallurgy’ has taken place, and the
new institution is known as thr
“Institute of Materials, Minerals and
Mining” - or IoM3 for short.

Brian Tildesley
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Blists Hill Drift Mine
An answer given to an enquirer
recently regarding the ‘drift mine’ on
the Miners Walk at the IGMT
museum site may be of general
interest.

Construction on this ‘mine’ began on
24th August 1970. Keith Dunham,
then in charge of the Ironbridge
Gorge Museum asked me (as a
museum volunteer) to construct a
drift mine. I was given a JCB for the
day, and a party of Borstal Boys with
their Officers for nearly a week, also a
hammer, axe, shovel and bag of nails.
The 7 yard long drift was constructed
by digging out the ‘cut’.
Constructing the frame of the drift
(cutting up timber which had been
felled to make the Miners Walk) and
hammering the ‘rounds’ into place
(we had no large saws to make
boards). The whole thing was
‘temporary’ as we knew the nails
would rust and the timber would rot.

Since then I believe most parts of it
have been replaced at least once.

My two lasting impressions were; the
meagreness of the rations that “the
boys” had to eat, and secondly, how
we were criticised by Keith Dunham
because, in his view, the replaced
slag and roots over the drift were not
‘landscaped’ correctly! Most of the
roots we had transplanted from the
nearby woods had died in the heat a
few days later.

It has been interesting to hear guides
and visitors in recent times tell others
how their
grandfather
worked at this
drift mine!
There was no
drift mine in
this position,
it is a 1970’s
mock-up and
in any case,
there was no
mineral at
shallow depth
to get at this
point.

Books of Shropshire Interest
Stationary Steam Engines of
Great Britain, Vol. 4. Wales,
Cheshire & Shropshire, by
G.Watkins. Pub: Landmark Collectors
Library, 2002, price £24.

George Watkins travelled the country
between 1930 and 1980
photographing steam and other
engines. The chapter on Shropshire
contains only a representative
selection of his photos, but enough
to whet the appetite. Mining photos
include the engines at Deep Pit,
Stafford Pit and another Lilleshall
Company Pit as well as the Lilleshall
Company Ironworks engines now on
the Blists Hill museum site.

The Lilleshall Company’s large
engines are also shown in other
chapters in this series. All photos
have extended descriptive captions.

R.R.Angerstein’s Illustrated
Travel Diary 1753-1755,
translated by T. & P. Berg, Science
Museum 2001 (expensive). During
this tour Angerstein made copies,
notes and sketches of the mines and
works he visited. His journey from
Holywell to Newcastle under Lyme
includes 11 pages (with 11
illustrations) on Shropshire. His view
of the wagonway down to the River
is very similar to the one from outside
the Crawstone Mine at Ironbridge.
He also gives the geological section
of the 237ft. deep Dingle Coal Pit at
‘Coalbrookdale’ (remember this was
before the Iron Bridge, so it could be
anywhere between Madeley Wood
and Lightmoor Valley).

The section of New Pit is said to be
180ft. deep, but it could have been
still in sinking. There is also
information on the Salop Company’s
lead smelter in the Gorge, the ore
coming from the “Pannels”

presumably meaning
Pennerley Mine
(good ore yields 8
tons of lead per
week).

News Round-Up 2
by Ivor Brown

Fig. 1 Angerstein’s drawing of an
incline plane in the Gorge.

Fig. 2 (below):
Sketch of the
furnaces (and
pumping engine, on
right) in the
Coalbrookdale
Valley.

Left: The Blist HIll Drift mine,
soon after construction.

Picture: Ivor Brown
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Trip Report - Cwm Orog
24th August 2002

Members present: Eileen Bowen, Ian
Cooper, Mike Davies and Mike
Worsfold.

Following a midweek trip to
Watercress Level on 21st August,
there was discussion as to whether it
was possible to have a trip that
weekend. After various other
suggestions, a return to Cwm Orog,
near Llangynog, was agreed on.

To my knowledge, this was the
fourth club visit to Cwm Orog - on
the first visit a ventilation shaft or
stope top was located but due to the
absence of any reasonable anchor, it
was left to Steve Rodenhurst
descending a ladder about 25’, while
the rest of the party held on to the
other end of the ladder. For the
second trip, a single bolt had been
put into a distant boulder but the
main belay was the starting handle
from my Land Rover - I considered it
unreasonable for the whole party to
descend on this belay and I remained
on surface.

Eventually, I got underground earlier
this summer, when Mike Davies and
myself struggled up the hill, on a hot
day, with 50 m of 11 mm rope and the

ground anchor. After wasted effort
locating the shaft, Mike and I
descended into the upper level but
found another drop prevented access
to a lower level and this was the
objective of this most recent trip.

The entrance shaft leads into an
upper chamber about 20’ down, with
suggestions that levels once
branched off in various directions.
Rather than a flat floor to this
chamber, there is a slope which then
drops down again with a free hang
down to the upper level. On the trip
earlier in the year, Mike and I had to
use our various bags as rope
protectors and this still left a lot of
rub points. For this trip, we had the
Battery Drill and the first pitch was
dramatically improved by a deviation
at the bottom of the first drop and a
rebelay at the top of the free hang. A
40 m rope (this time we took 10 mm to
save on weight) just doubled the
total drop - a 25 m rope would be
adequate. The ground anchor and
one rope protector still being
necessary.

There are a few mining artefacts
worth seeing on the upper level and
low branches going off in several

directions. One route leads to a short
free climb down to the top of an ore-
chute. Two more bolts were put in
place and an existing iron spike was
used to protect the 20 - 25’ sloping
drop to the lower level. Again most
of the lower level is not very high but
there was one straight level to a
stoped area (through some thigh
deep water and ducking under
another ore-chute). One branch goes
to a blind heading and a further
branch leads into deep water and was
presumed to be the route to the
collapsed portal - this would have
come out close to the top of the aerial
ropeway and everything for the top
part of the mine probably came out
this way. The lower part of the mine
does not appear to connect
underground.

Although there is not a lot of
accessible levels, there are artefacts
in place and the mine is different
enough to be worth a visit. However,
the lack of regular visits means that
there is a lot of unstable rock. The
‘shaft’ is currently covered by the
remains of some rolled up fencing but
this is very rusty and not likely to
remain for long.

Steve Holding

Shropshire Man Engine ... a follow up
I note GW Hall's comments on the
front page of the last issue of Below!
and feel that I should respond.

I share G W Hall's reservations about
a Shropshire man-engine but the
matter is not as simple as it appears.

The first reference was taken from
Below! 2001.4 where a German web-
site was cited, this site appears to
have based its information on
C.LeNeve Foster’s reports as mining
inspector, who is quoted as saying
that there were only three such
engines in the UK outside Cornwall,
one at a lead mine in Shropshire, one
at a Yorkshire coal mine and one at
Laxey Mine.

I have not yet got round to trying to
find these inspectors reports. The
German web-site is:

www.untertage.com/fahr/
tkfahre.htm

to add to the confusion the
information quoted in Below! 2001.4
does not now appear on the site’s
pages, only Laxey being in the list.

The second thread is a thesis from
Keele University, “Lead Mining in
South West Shropshire 1780-1900”,
by Olga S.Newman, of 1984 in which
she quotes the East Roman Gravels
AGM as being reported in the
Mining Journal for 01-10-1882 and
having a reference to the man-engine.

Either I have incorrectly noted the
reference or she was confused or
both. If anyone is in Keele library
may be they could check this thesis.

This latter reference quotes (or
purports to) Arthur Waters and here

may lie the confusion as I understand
that he referred to cages as man
engines.

Whilst I accept that there probably
was not a man-engine at East Roman
Gravels I won't give up, yet.

Michael Shaw

Wood Shaft Engine House,
from Account 18
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It has been suggested that I write a
little about how the Club labels its’
rope.  The ‘system’ we use is a
simple one. It seems to have evolved
over the years, as I inherited it when
taking over the post of Tackle
Officer.

The rope we use is of two types:

Static - this is of low stretch and is
used for our progression both
down and back up again -
abseiling and prussiking.

Dynamic - this is conventionally
used for protection whilst
lifelining - where it’s somewhat
more ‘bouncy’ nature is ideal for
absorbing a shock load.

The Static rope tends to be more
plainly coloured than the dynamic
and as such is easily recognised.  If
it’s pink or yellow etc - don’t abseil
or prussik on it!

We presently have two makes of
Static rope in circulation - Blue Water
II and Edelrid - both are approx. the
same diameter - 10.6mm to 11mm.

Each has it’s devotee as to which is
the best. There may be some merit in
the future if we consider buying
10mm rope due to it’s better handling
and use characteristics compared to
the 11mm. 10mm packs a lot smaller
and lighter - used 11mm can bulk up
to closer to 12mm and become very
stiff - not much fun trying to get it
through a Petzl Stop.  But  remember
10mm is not quite so forgiving when
squashed over an edge or subjected
to rub points - more careful rigging
would be required.

We label each length of rope with its’
length in metres and a letter. The
letter we use is simply the next in
alphabetical order, for example:

We have recently purchased 100m
and 200m drums of Edelrid - the next
available letter for these two ropes
(as they were bought at the same
time) is ‘H’ - so if we were to use
them in one length they would
become H1 and H2 - simple as that.  If
we were to cut them up into say 2 x
50m and 2 x 100m they would become

H1, H2, H3, and H4 -  the letter simply
ties them together to a date really - so
we know which ropes are the newest,
and which need downgrading to
handlines or tow ropes(!)

Things are slightly complicated,
however, if we need to cut an existing
labelled rope for any reason - i.e due
to damage, or simply to obtain two or
more shorter ropes from a long,
infrequently used rope.

For instance, I have just cut an
existing Blue Water II rope from 100m
into 2 x 30m and a 40m - this was
previously labelled F5, and has now
become F5a, F5b and F5c (a to c,
shortest to longest)

We have just taken the ropes
designated as ‘E’ out to handlines -
so therefore the oldest ropes in
regular use  are the ‘F’ ropes.

We don’t tend to label the Dynamic
rope in the same manner - We note
the date of purchase and colour - this
suffices for recognition - as we have
far fewer Dynamics in circulation.

Classification of Club Rope,
Andy Harris

The State of  Ukraine Coal Mines
the region.

Following this accident hundreds of
Ukraine miners protested in the
capital Kiev about poor safety and
working conditions in the ageing and
deep coal pits.

On Sunday, 7th July, 35 miners died
and 12 others were injured in a fire at
the Ukraina pit in Ukrainsk (in the
eastern Donetsk region). Three
senior managers at the mine (the
director, chief engineer and mining
engineer) were arrested over the
incident, accused of violating safety
rules. The investigation of the case
determined that mine officials had
committed gross violations of safety
rules during coal mining work over a
long period of time.

The cause of this accident is not
known, there were 114 miners in the
mine when fire broke out at a depth
of 570 metres, early in the morning.

Rescue crews (who struggled for
hours to put out the blaze), managed
to bring 79 workers to safety. They
found 30 of the bodies in a trolley
that was going down to the pit, with
3 other nearby. They are all believed
to have died from smoke inhalation.
Four bodies were so badly burned
they were unidentifiable. Some of the
relatives have accused the mine’s
management of sending the miners
for the morning shift in, after the fire
had broken out.

The Ukrainian parliament has voted
to provide almost $2m for repairs to
the mine and to pay compensation to
the victims’ families.

In another mine accident on
Saturday, 6th July, a fire broke out at a
coalmine near the town of Kryvyi
Rih, in the southeastern Ukraine.
trapping 60 miners. Luckily they
were safely brought to the surface
and the fire extinguished.

Ukraine coal mines are considered
among the world’s most dangerous.
The death rate in Ukraine’s mines
started rising sharply after gaining
independence from the Soviet Union
in 1991, and subsidies to the industry
were slashed. The number of miners
killed in industrial accidents in the
past 10 years is put at more than
3,700.

Outdated equipment, poor working
conditions and widespread disregard
for safety rules have been blamed for
the accidents, which claimed 318
lives last year, and at least 140 so far
this year.

In the most recent mine accident on
21st July, 2002, 6 miners were killed,
14 seriously injured and hundreds
trapped, in an underground
explosion at the Yubileinaya mine in
Dnipropetrovsk region of eastern
Ukraine. Two weeks previously 35
miners died in a fire at another pit in
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THE ROYAL COMMISSION

THE CONDITION OF MINES IN GREAT BRITAIN, 1863

19th C. Visitors to the South West Shropshire Mines, No.5
Contributed by I.J.Brown

SNAILBEACH MINE.

Visited  in company  with Lord Kinnaird, Sir Philip Egerton,
N.Kendall, Esq., and J.F.Campbell, Esq.
Large lead mines about 11 miles from Shrewsbury, under
the management of Mr. James Ray Eddy, of Carlton
Grange, Skipton, and  Capt. Henwood, underground
agent.
The workings are upon one large main vein, and one or
two branches of the same, and extend in length about 90
yards east of Chapple shaft, and about 400 yards west of
the engine shaft.
There are three shafts open as follow:—
1. Chapple shaft is about half a mile west of the eastern
boundary. This is a new shaft sunk in ground recently
added to the sett, and the workings only extend 80 yards
east of it.  It is 340 yards deep from surface, and
perpendicular, cutting  the vein at the 280 yards level. The
mouth of this shaft is 60 yards higher than that of the
engine shaft, owing to  its being situated in higher
ground. It is 9 feet long by 7 wide, and  used as a pumping
and drawing shaft. The drawing is done by skips drawn
by 1¼ inch wire ropes.
2. Engine shaft,  720 yards west of Chapple shaft. Is
perpendicular to the 282 yards level, where it cuts the
vein, and is continued from there to the 402 yard level,
following its course and underlaying south 2 feet in a
fathom.
This shaft is circular and 10 feet in diameter while
perpendicular, and the diagonal part is 12 feet long by 6
wide; engine and drawing shaft. Winding by two kibbles,
drawn by flat wire ropes 3½ inches by 5/8ths, which pass
each other in the perpendicular part of the shaft when in
operation.
3. Old Engine shaft is 120 yards north of the last one, and
is down to the 252 yards level. It is perpendicular. The new
shaft was sunk to save the cutting of cross cuts in the
deeper levels. This shaft is now used as a footway shaft,
and occasionally  for sending down tools and timber as
far as the 150 yard level, it being divided off to that depth,
but below the whole shaft is used as a footway.
It is circular, 10 feet in diameter, and in consequence
makes a most capital ladder road, there being plenty of
room, plenty of air, and easy ladders. I do not think it
possible to find a more easy or safer footway. The ladders
are in 10 yard lengths, including 7o to the 150 yard level,
and 10o  below that point. They rest upon wooden
platforms or sollars, which  occupy the  whole space of
the shaft, leaving only an opening sufficiently large for
a man to go through, so that each platform forms a good
and safe resting place. A considerable difference is to be
noticed in the exertion required to climb the ladders upon
changing from the lower to the upper ones, greatly to the
favour of the former ones.

Workings consist of driving several levels and cross
cuts, and taking down ore in tribute and tutwork:
1. 212  yard level driving east  towards Chapple’s shaft
and about 37 yards from it; 6 men in 3 shifts of 8 hours.
The end is about 30 yards beyond a winze, which
communicates with the 282 yard level, which is through
to Chapple’s shaft.
2. 252 yard  level driving east of  Chapple’s shaft and
about 100 yards beyond it. No communication with other
levels. This level is about 22 yards south of Chapel’s
shaft, connected by a cross cut. From this shaft being
higher than the others, it is generally an upcast. A door
is placed in the level west of the cross cut, and the air so
drawn from the end, a supply being furnished by means
of a pipe through the door carried in the roof of the level
close up to the end.
The air  in the end, however, was very dead, owing  to
there being a partial stoppage of the shaft in the form of
a platform to protect the men sinking in the bottom of it.
Sample W.65 was  taken  from  the western  side of  the
door, and W.66  from the end, 2 hours after a  hole  had
been blasted and while 2 men were at work.
Sample W.67, was taken from Thomas Lee’s tribute
pitch in this level between two shafts about 3 hours after
a hole had been fired.
3. 282 yard level; 30 feet east of Chapple’s shaft. 6 men.
4. 312 yard level; Chapple’s shaft is not down to this level,
but preparations are now being made to sink it. The
eastern end is 105 yards beyond a sump from the 282. Six
men.
Sample W.64 taken in this end an hour and a half after
firing, and while 2 men were working. Temperature 64o F.
The level was choked with accumulations of ore.
5. 342 yard level. Eastern end 480 yards from engine shaft
and 44 yards beyond a sump. 6 men.
This level was partially choked with ore and deads, there
being only a clear height of  4 feet. Air at end dead.
Sample W. 63 taken there.
6. 342 yard level. Western end 360 yards from shaft, and
150 yards from sump. 6 men. Air close and flat. Sample
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Note by IJB
The report was by Mr. C.Twite (Mining Engineer) who accompanied Lord Kinnaird, Sir Philip Egerton, N.Kendall and
J.F.Campbell. The ‘sample’ numbers given are of the air in various places. It should be remembered that the surface
arrangements were completely altered after this time (1863).

W.58 taken here half an hour after shot. 2 men in end.
Sample W.59 was taken from under the sump, air coming
down.
7. 372 yard level. 135 yards east of engine shaft, and 90
yards east of sump. 6 men. Sample W.60 taken here.
Temperature 65o F. There was a small boog in the end, in
which the candle would not burn. W. 61 was taken from
this boog.
8. 402 yard level, driving east and west of engine shaft,
about 2 feet each way. No men working when visited, but
took sample W. 62.
9. 112 yard level. A cross cut from Chapple’s shaft, south
towards Eddy’s vein, 76 yards long. 6 men. 7½ feet high
by 7 feet wide.
All the levels in this mine are driven a good size; they being
7 feet  high by 6 feet wide in all cases. The  result upon
general ventilation of the mine  is most beneficial, and
consequently upon the economical working.
Raising ore in stopes:
1. Above 242 yard level; 10 men between the last sump
and the end.
2. Above 312 yard level; nine men between sump and
shaft.
3. Above 282 yard level; 9 men.
4. Above 230 yard level; 6 men.
The rest of the men are working on tribute ground in
various parts of the mine. The total number
underground is 206.
Changing houses.— A row of sheds about 70 feet long
by 10 feet wide, divided into 6 houses. The  roofs are

19th C. Visitors to the South West Shropshire Mines, No.5
Continued . . .

very low; no ventilation; floors of loose earth and
houses dusty. An iron pipe runs through them all, with
a fire in one end. There is no provision for the men’s
washing themselves.

Dressing Floors.— There are several floors. All
dressing done by men and boys. Some portions are
covered in.
There is a small house for the men to dine in in wet
weather, but it is a small and uncomfortable.

There is a benefit club in connection with the mine
known as the Snailbeach Miners’ Benefit Society,
which is managed by a committee elected annually
from among the men, which conducts all the business
of the club, and renders an account of all moneys
received and expended each year.
The sums paid are 9d. per month for each man earning
1s. per day, and 6d. per month for those earning less
than that amount. But this is reduced to 6d. and 4d. a
month, when the balance in hand amounts to 150l. For
this each man receives 7s. per week in case of sickness
or injury, for a period of six months; 5s. 6d. for the next
twelve months; and after that period until the
termination of his illness 4s. 6d. per week.
In case of the death of any member, each adult pays
the sum of 6d. and each junior 4d. to the funds, from
which the widow or nearest relation receives 4l. The
same levy and payment is also made when the wife of a
member dies.

Specialist firm Hydrock Contracting
Ltd, from Almondsbury, has beaten
off competition from four
international companies to scoop a
£1 million contract to carry out
emergency stabilisation work in the
abandoned Combe Down Stone
Mines in Bath.

The 18th and 19th century mines,
were abandoned more than 100 years
ago, and cover 40-acres, much of
which is under residential areas and
roads.

The contact, awarded by Bath and
North East Somerset Council,
involves excavating stone and
driving roadways through the mines
to carry out stabilisation work in

high-hazard areas by pumping foam
concrete, spraying shotcrete and
pneumatically placing stone.

With no off-the-shelf tunnelling
machine small enough to work in the
available space, Hydrock engineers
have designed and built their own
excavating machines which will
double the rate of progress.
Previously the work had been done
by hand.

In addition to the challenges faced by
the underground work, there are
further restrictions because the mines
are one of the top 20 hibernation sites
in northern Europe of the horseshoe
bat, as a result the mines have been
designated a SSSI (Site of Special

Scientific Interest).

This means noise and light levels
have to be carefully monitored and
certain areas have restricted access.

Unannounced visits by a bat
specialist appointed by the council
will ensure that conditions are met -
failure to comply could result in
suspension of the work.

Deer and badger populations also
had to be catered for in an
environmental development plan
which formed part of the tender
process!

From Local Press Reports
Submitted by Roger Gosling

Stabilising Combe Down Stone Mines, Bath
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Halesfield Mine (Part 5)
Halesfield and Kemberton Mine Tramway, Ivor J.Brown

The 1880’s OS Maps show a major
tramway some 1100 yards long
connecting Halesfield Mine to the
new Kemberton Mine through their
joint railway siding. Originally this
tramway must have been horse-
operated but by the 1920’s the
tramway had been breached and the
sidings spur extended through it (see
Map 1, below). This breach was
about 600 yards from Kemberton
Mine and was the site for the new
coal preparation plant and waste
disposal facilities (see Map 2).

The 600 yard long track, of 2ft.
gauge, from Kemberton Mine to the
plant was actually made up of two
railtracks a short distance apart, one
for full waggons and one for the
returning empty waggons (or tubs).
Both were straight and fairly level
except for a steep rise at each end to
allow for gravitation around the
connecting curve. Until the 1940’s
the track had a number of junctions
at about its mid-length leading to
points where ironstone or waste
could be tipped, the waste falling
over the edge of the old ironstone
waste tips facing southwards.

The Kemberton tramway was in the
form of a loop; at the mine end it
curved through the shaft top area

and at the sidings end it went
through a long wooden-roofed brick-
walled corridor which contained the
points to separate waggons
containing materials, waste and coal,
the tub-tipping and coal preparation
area, and then around an exposed,
steeply dipping curve to the
‘empties’ track. During the 20th
century the tubs (10 cwt coal
capacity wood, then from c1948, steel
13 cwt capacity) were drawn along
the ‘straight’ or ‘wynd’ on an
endless haulage rope powered by an
engine at the Kemberton Mine,
‘Smallman’ clips were used to
connect the rope to ‘journeys’ of
about 4 trucks ‘chained’ or coupled
together.

At the colliery end the full tubs from
the face were ‘landed’ directly onto
the loop by double-banking the 4-
decked cage, the tubs from the upper
decks had to be pushed and pulled
out of the cage (as did those on the
lower decks, simultaneously) onto
the circuit and then run down an
incline by gravity (later by means of a
mechanical chain ‘creeper’). The tubs
from the upper and lower decks
would meet (and collide sometimes)
at a junction just before the
weighbridge. Each full tub was
marked to show which ‘District’ or

group of miners it had come from,
and the Company weighman
recorded the weight - this being
corroborated by a Union - appointed,
and paid ‘checkweighman’. The full
tubs were then made into journeys,
clipped on the rope and sent down
the ‘wynd’ (hauled away down the
straight). They travelled at about
3mph.

At the ‘sidings’ end the ‘journeys’
were hauled up a short incline and
into a long corridor of brickwalls,
timber and sheet roof. Here they were
unclipped and separated, tubs of coal
passing along the main route by
gravity and similarly tubs carrying
waste or materials were turned into
respective sidings. The tubs of coal
were then pushed singly (gravity
assisted) into a rotary tippler, then
pushed out to continue down the
curve of the loop to await coupling
into ‘journeys’ for the return trip to
Kemberton.

Tubs carrying waste were hand
pushed (gravity assisted) along the
siding and, in twos or threes onto a
Maclane tippler. This consisted of a
3-tub capacity carriage on a steeply
inclined 6ft. gauge haulage track at
right-angles to the ‘dirt-sidings’. This
took the carriage with its tubs up a

Map 1: Area of Halesfield and Kemberton Collieries, from the 1928, Ordnance Survey
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purpose built and extending tip of
conical shape (see Map above and
Figure’s 1 and 2). The carriage was
wound up by rope haulage, powered
by a ground-based engine and
rotated automatically by ‘runners’ at
the top. After tipping the carriage
would be brought down again. The
now empty tubs would be pushed
out and full ones replaced them. The
empty tubs continued by gravity to
the loop incline to join the empty coal
tubs.

After tipping all the tubs travelled
singly on the main tub circuit to the
return clipping on point for the 550
yard run back to Kemberton. During
their gravity assisted run the tubs
dropped from about 405 ft. aod to
370ft. aod, being controlled by
retarders or arresters (squeeze-boards
or in later years mechanical arresters

and ‘creeper chains’). The retarders
were placed at intervals down the
slope. During the 1950’s these
retarders were like see-saws with
hooks positioned so that the tub held
was released by the pressure of the
front axle of the follower on the see-
saw. The hook would return to a
position to hold the back axle of the
follower. A process that was
repeated by each tub (see Fig.3).

This resulted in an evenly spaced
and speed controlled flow around the
curve, but the impacts caused much
wear to the tubs sometimes causing
the tops to separate from the bottom
bogie by shearing the rivets or bolts
holding them together. The retarders
were invented at Kemberton Pit
about 1950 by the engineer Reg
Cartwright and foreman blacksmith
Cecil Childs. This invention won

Halesfield Mine (Part 5)
Halesfield and Kemberton Mine Tramway, continued ...

them a special NCB Award.
When the empty tubs reached the
Kemberton Mine end they were
unclipped and separated and fed
onto the tracks leading to one of the
two decking levels at one of the two
coal-winding shafts. To reach the
decking levels mechanical creeper-
chains were used. At the shafts 4-
deck cages were loaded as 2-decks in
two positions (ie: double banking).
The loading of an empty would
assist in pushing off a full tub but
manual pulling was still required (a
type of axle-catcher was used to hold
the tub on this cage as well as a
drop-arm or gate). The full tubs

Figure 1: Smallman haulage clips, for attaching tubs to continuous rope haulage systems. Made by
James W.Smallman, Nuneaton, England, they took out patents on the devices in 1902 and 1906.

By removing this hinged
locking-catch, the clip can
be adapted to
automatically detach from
the rope.

Photo 1: Maclane tipplers

Map 2: Kemberton Tramway & Sidings
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would then run round to the clipping-
on point by gravity, using creepers
and retarders as necessary. The
whole cycle would be repeated.

While tubs in transit did provide
some bunkerage if there was a hold-
up in the system on the surface the
only way that the mine could
continue underground was to tip out
the coal onto the wynd. The now
empty trucks could be transferred
across to the ‘empties’ track
manually.

This happened occasionally if the
coal preparation plant or surface
haulage broke down or if snow
became too thick for the tubs to
move on their 600 yard journey. The
tipping procedure was of course the
last resort since any coal unloaded
had to be reloaded by hand, there
were no FE loaders then. When the
situation improved it was a case of all
hands on deck and any available
person was expected to grab a shovel
and help to reload.

It is understood that the Kemberton
Mine tramway was replaced about
1965 by a belt conveyor but tubs
continued to be used between the
workshops and the shaft until the
colliery closed in 1967. The tub-
routes between the workshops used
swivel plates instead of points at
junctions and crossings. These
consisted purely of static heavy steel
plates on which the tubs were
swivelled manually.

The wide-gauge inclined track
Maclane tippler was also replaced in

the early 1960’s by a conveyor to a
new tip formed on farm land to the
south of the track from the Shifnal
Road to the old south facing side-
tipping area used up to the 1940’s.
This track, although it had no rails
was used when pit horses were sent
to reclaim the old wooden tubs which
had been tipped too far over the edge
and slipped down it. The horses
pulling four or five waggons, snaking
along the rail-less track and through
the hamlet of Cuckoo Oak back to the
pit are well remembered by older
residents

The Maclane tippler produced a very
prominent conical tip and as each tip
reached its limits of stability or area, a
replacement was commenced from

the same base position. This finally
gave the 3 finger tips as shown in
Map 2. Also as the waste material
was tipped loose it burned freely and
tip burning problems became acute -
causing the death of at least one
person. No good photos have been
found of the Maclane tips (‘the
Madeley Alps’) or the tippler, but
two tips can be seen on one photo
(see Photo 2).

The Maclane tips and tramways have
since been levelled and nothing now
remains of these or the Kemberton
tramway. The sound of the tubs as
they crashed through the retarders,
which could be heard through most
of Madeley, has gone and is now
only a memory.

Full trams gravitate from, and
empty ones to, this point

Full track

Empty track Unloading
Point

Loading Point

T
o

P
it

Layout of Loading Point for Maclane Tips, c1950’s,
Kemberton Mine, Shropshire

Extending Frame

Anchor Rope

18’

35
o

Maclane Tippler & Tips, c1950’s,
Kemberton Mine, Shropshire

Side Elevation

Cross section

Figure 1 (below)

        Figure 2 (right)

Photo 2: View of the ‘Madeley Alps’ (Kemberton Pit tips) as seen from
Halesfield headframe c1950. In the foreground is the top of the engine
house and clarifying plant. Middle to background: Railway sidings and
waste heaps (from Kemberton Pit).

Halesfield Mine (Part 5)
Halesfield and Kemberton Mine Tramway, continued ...
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From Ray Rushton (former
Colliery Surveyor, Madeley Wood)
and Albert Evans (Engineer):

1. At the coal preparation plant end
the haulage rope passed around a
series of horizontal pulleys, the
tubs were unclipped from the rope
at the receiving end and the
Smallman Clips were put onto a
chute made of old conveyor pans
and slid down to the empties
coupling-on point.

2. Except when under the control of
the rope or creepers the tubs were
manually controlled by ‘throwing’
steel lockers (c14 inch bars) into
the tub wheels or holding the tubs
back by pushing your backside
against it.

3. Where the tubs ran towards the
cage for loading, the tub had to be
held back to ‘just the right point
and speed’, otherwise if you were
too late lifting the drop-arm on the
cage it meant a squashed finger or
thumb.

4. The bottom decks were very low
and the man pushing on could only
work in the stooping position.
There were only inches between
the top of the tub and roof - on one
occasion a workman was pushing
an empty tub on, when the cage
moved and dropped slightly
(missed keps), the back rose and
cut his fingers off against the roof.

5. Before the introduction of levered
points in the 1950’s, all points
consisted of a short length of rail,
called a ‘wap’, which had to be
placed by hand to redirect tubs as
necessary.

6. Ivor’s grandfather is well

N .1o

N .2o

Fulcrum

Weighted
End

Basic Principle of Cartwright/Childs Arrester
Schematic by Ray Rushton

Cartwright/Child Arrester
Developed at Kemberton Mine to
control the tubs on the tip incline, the
basic operating principle is:
No.1 Tub is stationary - held by the
hook under the rear axle.
No. 2 Tub approaches at speed - its
front axle rises along the raised

section of the device, lifts the weight
at the rear, and frees No.1 tub from
the hook, so it moves forward.
No.2 continues to runs forward until
its front axle is clear of the hook, at
which point the weight drops and the
hook locates on the rear axle.

remembered as his last job at the
pit was to maintain the ropeway.
He could be seen everyday in a
stooping position (the result of a
back injury) carrying a ‘kettle of oil’
in one hand to oil the pulleys and a
specially made shovel in the other
to clean out each pulley box - and
there were about 100 of them!

7. At the ‘haulage end’, at Kemberton
Pit the rope was kept under tension
by means of a tension weight in a
small pit, which acted upon a
trolley that ran on a short length of
track. (see figure 4)

From Jack Smart and Tom
Price (former colliery engineers)
1. The Maclane Tipplers and steel

tubs were installed in 1946, the 4
deck cages in 1948. These cages,
with three decks of about 5ft. 4in.
and a higher top deck were made at
Horsehay Works.

Rope

Motor

Rope

Laps on
surge wheel

Short length of track

Wheel on trolley to take
slack off surge wheel Tension weight in small pit

(on side of Pit Lane)

Pit
Lane

The ‘haulage end’ rope tensioning arrangements and trolley track
layout at Kemberton Pit, by Ray Rushton

Not to scale

Figure 4:

Halesfield Mine (Part 5)
Additional Notes

Figure 3:

2. There were also connecting
tramways from the main one to the
powder magazine on the south side
of the full track, and to the stores
yard (a steep direct haulage) from
the north-side of the empty track.

3. A photo of the ‘mechanical
creeper’ from the top deck is
shown in ‘East Shropshire
Coalfields’ p47 and of a typical 3-
deck cage on page 83.

4. The Childs/Cartwright arresters
replaced a simple plank
arrangement - where a plank
between the rails was held down at
the top end, had a block under its
middle and the front end stood
proud - this brushed the bottom of
the tub axles causing it to slow
down.

IJB would like to thank Ray Rushton,
Jack Smart and Tom Price for their
interest and help with these notes.
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The ‘Valley Factory’ at Rhydymwyn,
near Mold, (just off the Mold to
Denbigh A541), was until 1994 being
used as a depot by MAFF (Ministry
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food)
for the storage of a variety of non-
perishable foodstuffs such as sugar
and flour. Since then the site has
been totally abandoned.

The Depot occupied the site and
buildings of what had been the
WWII ‘Valley Factory’ site, where
chemical warfare munitions had been
produced and stored.

The Factory was originally built (in
1939 - 1940) on the site of an old lead
mine.  For the production of mustard
gas (over 15,000 tons of the gas were
produced on the site), its storage in
underground chambers, the filling of
munitions with chemical agent and
the assembly of filled munitions with
explosive bursting charges and
fuses.  Later in the war, one of the
buildings was used for gaseous
diffusion experiments in support of
the early atomic bomb project
(Project ‘X’). The site was also used
to store 900 German bombs
containing the deadly nerve agent
Tabun.

Mustard production on site ceased in
April 1945 and between 1946 to 1948
the associated plant and facilities
were decommissioned.  However
some toxic or incompletely
decontaminated items were buried in
disposal pits on the site and covered
with bleach.  The underground
storage chambers continued to
house bulk mustard supported by the
facilities of a loading bay and the
laboratories until 1958 when work
started to remove the remaining
stockpile. By April 1959 the entire
stockpile had been sent for
destruction and dismantling and
decontamination of all the remaining
pipework and equipment was
completed by April 1960.

The Department for the Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) has
recently announced plans to revamp
the site.  This include landscaping
the village end of the site, and

undertake a number of improvements,
which include:

• demolishing buildings in the
vicinity of the Tunnel Entrances
as required under the Chemical
Warfare Convention

• reducing the residual risk of
buried toxic features by capping
of pits and infilling of manhole
chambers

• provide additional groundwater
monitoring wells to demonstrate
lack of contaminant migration
from burial pits.

Although the site is not of special
ecological importance, the southern
part of the site containing the tips
dating from the 19th Century lead
mining operations, plus later waste
and scrap and the western hillsides
support a varied flora and fauna.
Lack of public access has created a
haven for wildlife, including grass
snakes, badgers and bats.  The
derelict buildings are used by local
bat populations as temporary feeding
areas and may also provide features
to help bats navigate between
woodland on either side of the valley,
but there has been little evidence of
bats inhabiting the storage tunnels
on the site.

The River Alyn (a tributary of the
River Dee) runs through the site in a
concrete culvert.  Groundwater

beneath the site is in the alluvial
deposits of the valley floor and
drains to the underground lead mine
workings and the River Alyn.  The
primary consideration is whether it
would be possible for potentially
hazardous solvents used at the
factory to be transported by the
groundwater beneath the site to the
river water or to the drainage tunnels
for the underground mine workings.
(Mustard gas is not a problem in this
situation, as it rapidly degrades in
water to a non-hazardous form).

Traces of solvents have been
detected in some of the monitoring
boreholes installed on the site, but
the dilution available in the mines
and the River Alyn is such that the
low concentrations of contaminants
identified present no realistic risk to
users of water abstracted from either
source.  Samples for detailed
chemical analysis are collected from
the boreholes twice a year.

Caving expeditions into the
accessible lead mine workings
beneath the site found no evidence
of chemical warfare materials and no
traces of solvent were detected in the
water samples that were collected
from them.

Summarised from the
DEFRA report, and various

newspaper articles.

Valley Factory, Rhydymwyn
Reclaimation Work

Chinese Mine Blaze
A miner was pulled alive from a coal
mine in northern China on the 9th
August, five days after a fire broke
out deep underground.

The bodies of 18 other miners were
also recovered form the Chiyu mine
near Huozhou in Shanxi province.
The victims had died of suffocation
and carbon monoxide poisoning, The
blaze was triggered by an electric
spark in the main shaft.
Police said they were searching for
the manager of the state-owned mine,
whihc has been run by Huozhou Coal
and Power for five years.

Shropshire Star
Friday 9th August

Gold Reactor
The first North American installation
of a ConSep ACACIA Reactor went
on-line in July at the Golden Giant
Mine. This reactor is a high-
effiiciency leaching system
exclusively designed to handle the
high-grade concentrates from the
mines Knelson Concentrators.

During its first week the Reactor
produced an average gold recovery
of 99%. After just a single trial run
the mine has decided to replace all
their shaking tables to mmaximise
gold recovery from the gravity
concentrators.
Materials World, August 2002

Submitted by Brian Tildesley
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If the state of the mines in the
Ukraine leaves a lot to be deisred
(see page 9), things are far worse in
China, where few Chinese mines have
modern ventilation systems.

On Friday 26th July a gas explosion
at the unlicensed, privately-run
Taojiawan coal mine in Liupanshui, in
China’s south-western province of
Guizhou, killed 18 miners, 7 others
were injured.

An investigation has been launched
into the accident, which brought the
death toll for miners in China to more
than 240 since June and about 3,500
for the year so far.

In July the Chinese authorities told
10,000 miners to leave their jobs in a
crackdown against illegal gold mines
in northern Shanxi province following
a string of high-profile disasters. But
many small mines ordered to close
manage to re-open because local
governments are hungry for tax
revenues.

Not all mine accidents in China are
reported, but here are details of some
of the larger ones in recent months:

Thursday, 4th July
The state new agency Xinhua
reported that 39 miners are thought
to have been killed after a gas
explosion in a coal mine in the town
of Songshu in the north-eastern
province of Jilin. This was the
second such disaster in two weeks.

At the same time 15 miners had been
trapped underground for two days
by floods in the north-western
province of Shaanxi. Rescue workers
trying to save the men took several
days to install drainage pumps.

Tuesday, 2nd July
Police in northern China arrested 7
people thought to have been
involved in an attempt to cover up an
accident at a gold mine in June. After
the blast at the mine in Yixingzhai
(Shanxi province), in which nearly 40
people died, many of the bodies were
dumped at various locations several
kilometres away.

A local newspaper said the miners
died after being ordered to keep
working even though a fire was
raging around them. The electrical
fire was then reported to have
detonated the tonnes of explosives
stored in the mine.

Investigators said the four main
suspects, including the owners and a
foreman of the mine, were still at
large. A judge helping with the
investigation, Chu Gang, said that
initially local police and officials had
been unwilling to co-operate in the
inquiry.

20th June
Jixi in the northern province of
Heilongjiang, 115 coal miners were
killed in a massive gas explosion.
Afterwards, China’s state coal mine
safety bureau ordered an immediate
halt to production at 10 mines in the
town, which suffered two other mine
blasts in April.

Wednesday 24th April
23 miners were killed and 4 others
injured in the state-run Huashan coal
mine, near Panzhihua in the south-
western province of Sichuan. The
accident happened only two days
after up to 15 workers were killed in a
gas explosion in a mine near
Chongqing, also in Sichuan.

8th April
At least 24 people died and 40 people
were injured in a mine explosion in
Jixi city. Seven miners were killed in
an later explosion at another nearby
mine.

Monday, January 14th

An explosion at a coal mine in
Wenshan county, in the south-
western province of Yunnan killed 25
miners. Again, the accident
happened in an unlicensed mine,
where 35 men were working - 10 of
them were injured and taken to
hospital.

Also on the same day, 18 workers
suffocated to death in a coal mine
near Loudi city in Hunan province
when natural gas started leaking into

a mine shaft. About 30 men were in
the mine at the time, and 12 escaped.
This mine was properly licensed and
had a good safety record.

In a third accident, 7 workers were
killed, and an eighth reported missing
on Sunday, 13th at a small mine in
Shangli county, Jiangxi province that
had previously been shut down but
was operating illegally.

This brought the death toll from
these three separate coal mine
disasters in two days to at least 50.

Mining accidents are very common in
China - 5,395 workers were killed last
year, that is a drop of 403 deaths from
2000, but means mining is still the
most deadly industry in China,
according to official statistics,
although the unofficial figure is
thought to be at least double that.

In November 2001, 72 miners died in a
spate of gas explosions in Shanxi
province. It prompted a temporary
halt to all mining work in the northern
region.

Perhaps the most worrying
development has come about
through the Chinese authorities
pledge to jail officials responsible for
poor safety.

On 4th May, 2002, a large explosion
ripped through a small unlicensed
mine in the heart of China’s coal-belt.
More than 20 miners were trapped
below ground.

Instead of launching a rescue, the
mine’s owner destroyed employee
records and whitewashed over the
scorch marks made by the explosion
on the entrance to the mine-shaft.

Only after three days did news of the
disaster leak out. By that time, 21
miners trapped below ground were
dead.

Compiled from various news
reports from China’s state

news agency Xinhua and the
BBC News Online

Chinese Mine Accidents
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The big mining story of the summer
has to be the successful rescue, on
Sunday 28th July, of the nine miners
trapped underground in Que Creek
mine in Somerset county, about 55
miles south-east of Pittsburgh in the
state of Pennsylvania. A second
crew of nine men managed to escape
from the mine as water gushed in.

Rescue workers, drilled for three days
to get to the men, who became
trapped in a low underground
chamber, more than 235 feet (70
metres) underground about 1.3 miles
(2 km) from the entrance on
Wednesday 24th July, after
accidentally drilling through the wall
of a nearby disused mine which
collapsed, sending 50 million gallons
(189 million litres) of water into the
shaft in which the men were digging
for coal.

The Timetable of events
24th July: The nine miners become

trapped after mistakenly breaching
the wall of abandoned, flooded
mine workings (‘wrong maps’!).

25th July: Rescue teams drill a six-
inch hole to supply air to the
trapped men, and lower a telephone
wire down the pipe to listen for
sounds.
The Search begins for a drill large
enough to bore a shaft to bring
them out!

26th July: A 30-inch (76 centimetre)
drill arrives at the scene. Rescuers
begin boring, but the drill bit
breaks on hard rock approximately
105ft (32 metres) down.

Rescue workers begin drilling a
second hole with other equipment.

The first drill bit is later recovered
and boring continues on both
shafts.

27th July: Drilling continues after
two delays to fix minor faults.

Drilling is slowed by a layer of hard
limestone, and concern grows that
efforts to pump floodwater out of
the mineshaft are not working.

At 10:15 local time the drill reaches
the trapped miners. Rescuers send
in a capsule containing food and a
telephone.

28th July: First miner, Randall Fogle,
43, is brought to the surface in a 2ft
(66cm) diameter rescue cage. The
men were then brought up every 15
minutes; nearly two hours later, the
last miner is lifted to safety.

Other Rescues
In true American style, they have
been making all sorts of wild claims
over the rescue. While it is good that
it was successful, this is certainly not
the first time this type of operation
has been tried - previous attempts in
the USA were unsuccessful.
However the technique has been
used successfully on several
occasions, at least once in Austria -
at the Lassing  talc mine in the
Austrian Alps, about 200 km south of
Vienna.

Perhaps the most famous rescue via a
drill hole was in Germany and is
known as the “Wunder von
Lengede” (the Lengede miracle) and
took place in the Autumn of 1963.

This accident was also caused by
floodwater, but in the
iron ore mine of
Lengede-Broilstedt, near
Ilsede
(Salzgitter area). More
than 129 men were
trapped underground,
19 men were killed in the
first inrush, 89 were
rescued within the next
few days.

The remaining 21 miners
managed to get into an
abandoned section of
the mine. Ten of them
were killed by falling
rock, while sheltering
here, but 14 days after
the accident the
surviving eleven miners
were rescued by a so
called ‘Dahlbusch-
Bombe’ via a 56m drill
hole.

The ‘Dahlbusch-Bombe’ is a
torpedo-like cylinder with a length of
2.50 m and a diameter of 0.4 m.

More details of this accident (in
German) can be found at:
http://50jahre-deutschland.bild.de/
60iger/63/leben/12/12.html

Examples of ‘Dahlbusch-Bombe’s
can be seen at the Deutsches
Bergbau Museum, Bochum (in the
underground exhibition area), while a
reconstructed ‘rescue scenario’
illustrating the drilling methods,
complete with a ‘Dahlbusch’ is on
show at the “Deep drilling”
exhibition, in the basement, of the
Deutsches Museum, Munich
(website: www.deutsches-
museum.de).

In Britain, although no such rescue
has been attempted, the Coal Board
had rescue ‘bombs’ available for use
by most of the Mines Rescue teams if
needed, as well as having a deep
drilling rig on permanent ‘hire’.

Thanks for Harald Finster, for details
of the 1963 rescue, other sources
BBC News Online, and the
Deutsches Bergbau Museum,
Bochum.

The Rescue of Nine US Miners

Sue Blattner examining a ‘Dahlbusch-Bombe’ in
the Deutsches Bergbau Museum, Bochum
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We hear about the Summit
Conference at Johannesburg; climate
change, recycling etc. and yet if it
hadn’t been for cyanide there would
have been no Johannesburg today.

In 1886 the Rand Goldfields were
being developed. Gold was easily
extracted from near the surface in
what was called the ‘Oxidised zone’.
As the mines went deeper into what
was called the ‘Sulphide zone’ it
became more and more difficult to
extract the gold. Indeed one man said
“it will be impossible to extract gold
at a greater depth than 12 feet!”

However the MacArthur Forrest
process of cyanide extraction came to
the rescue. Cyanide was added to the
crushed gold ore and the mines were
saved as were many others in the
world. Johannesburg became a huge
city, the Crown mines became the
biggest in the world employing
nearly 28,000 men (of whom 21,000
went down every day), the mine was
10,000 feet deep. Old Cornish miners
who used to work there said the mine
had its’s own golf course, tennis
courts and bowling greens.

The manager of Huglith Barytes mine
in Shropshire was a Cornishman who
worked at the Village deep mine at
Johannesburg in the early 20th
Century. He had a picture of the mine
headgear with about 100 men posing
for the photograph. I’ve seen
pictures of Johannesburg, consisting
of just a few tents, I have spoken to
old miners in Cornwall who could
remember Johannesburg as
corrugated iron huts. The Crown and
other nearby mines made the city
what it is today.

The Summit Conference may have
much to do with health, but at one
time all the drilling underground was
done by hand. The men would put
wet rags round the drills to keep the
dust down. Then compressed air
drills came, at first with no water to
keep dust down. Men came up
covered in white dust, many came
home to Cornwall to die of Silicosis.

Even when the wet drilling came, it

was little better. To get an idea of
how much drilling and blasting was
done, a large mine might send down
70 tons of drill steel (rods) per shift
and bring out 70 tons to be
sharpened. The invention of
detachable bits (Holbits) that the men
could carry themselves, stopped all
that.

Thousands of black workers toiled
underground, they were poorly paid,
but on the one underground bout to
a South African Gold mine, I didn’t
think they worked as hard as we did
in the Australian Gold mines, as there
were more of them. Several men
would work a rock drill, whereas we
would have only one man. Some of
these men would parcel up the
carbide for the lamps and send it

Letter to the Editor,
Johannesburg Cyanide

The Grootvlei Proprietary Mines, Limited
Compound Feeding, 1968

Average ounces fed to Bantu worker per day

Mealie Meal for Porridge and Mahewa 9.50 ozs.
Mealies 0.66 ozs.
Samp 3.40 ozs.

            Mealie Meal in Lambalaza 2.20 ozs.
            Mealie Meal in Bantu Beer Power 4.59 ozs.

Beans 1.30 ozs.
Sugar 0.90 ozs.
Bread 6.90 ozs.

                    Fresh Fish 2.10 ozs.
Meat 4.52 ozs.
Offal 2.85 ozs.

        Fresh Vegetables 8.50 ozs.

Thickeners and flavouring agents:
Curry, Tomato Extract, Seebex, Pea Flour, Noodles and Salt.

Non-Alcoholic Drinks and Beverages:
Coffee, Tea, Mapuza (Cocoa) and Mahewa (Mahewa on tap).

Alcoholic Drinks:
Bantu Beer 3% Alcohol by weight i.e. 2 pints per man per issue.

Main Sources of Carbohydrates:
Bread, Mealie Meal, Mealies, Samp, Lambalaza, Bantu Beer,
Vegetables, Fat and Sugar.

Main Sources of Proteins:
Meat, Fish, Dried Beans and Vegetables.

Vitamins:
Vegetables, Noodles (fortified) and Tomato Extract.

home for lighting!

The huge mine tailings dumps of
crushed sand would sometimes blow
dust into the town!

Times have change, the big new
mines are over two miles deep and
refrigerated. Any danger of
Legionnaires disease I wonder?

On my way home from working in
gold and nickel mines in Australia I
went underground at the Grootvlei
Proprietary Mine, about 30 miles from
Johannesburg. It was well laid out,
the underground man riding train was
as large as a London tube train and
the men were well looked after - see
the compound feeding details above.

Richard Haszard, Stafford
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This International Cave Rescue
Congress is to be held in South
Wales, from July 21 to July 27 2003,
under the joint auspices of the
BCRA and  The South Wales Cave
Rescue Organisation and organised
by the West Brecon Cave Rescue
Team.

The event will be held at the South
Wales Caving Club, Penwyllt,
Abercave, Swansea, South Wales.

The Director is Brian Jopling (‘Jopo’)
jopo@freenetname.co.uk

Secretary Gary Evans
GaryEvs@compuserve.com

The Objectives of ResCon03 are:
* To bring together cave rescue

teams and individuals interested
in all aspects of cave rescue for a
one week practical symposium.

Aims:
To promote the exchange of
techniques and equipment between
cave rescuers from many different
caving areas and to build upon the
valuable experiences of RESCON92
and The First European Cave Rescue
Congress, Germany 1999.
Delegates will be expected to partake
in underground workshops and be
encouraged to demonstrate their own
techniques and equipment. Some
techniques and equipment will be
more easily demonstrated on the
surface and full facilities will be
provided.

Costs will be kept to a minimum and
grant aid will be sought from national
bodies.

Pre and Post congress sport caving
camps will be organised in all major
UK caving areas so delegates can
combine a caving holiday with
RESCON03.

If you are interested in this event and
would like to be added to the circular
list please email Jopo your address.

ResCon 03 -
International Cave
Rescue Congress

Help, Events & For Sale
Notices

Archaeometallurgy in
Europe

Milan, 24-26 September 2003.
This is an advanced notice of an
archaemetallurgy conference with
plans for a significant mining related
content. Details are available on their
website:

www.aimnet.it/archaeo.htm

The conference aims at gathering and
sharing information on the history of
all aspects of iron and copper
metallurgy in European countries.
The two main topics will give rise to
two sessions that will cover a wide
range of aspects concerning
European archaeometallurgical items
dating back from the origins to the
first half of the XVIII Century. The
conference intends to promote an
active dialogue among researchers
involved with archaeometallurgy, by
creating an opportunity to discuss
new areas of research such as the
interaction between the study of
ancient metallurgical process,
conservation science and application
of modern metallurgical experimental
methods and techniques to
investigate, to identify and to date
ancient artefacts.

III International
Congress on Geological

and Mining Heritage
Cartagena, 24-26 October 2002.

Organised by  Sociedad Espanola
Para la Defensa del Patrimonio
Geologico y Minero (Spanish Society
for the Preservation of the Geological
and Mining Heritage) in conjunction
with the Polytechnic University of
Cartagena (UPCT) and the Geological
& Mining Institute of Spain (IGME).

Registration fee, including
documentation and social events, 90
Euros. Further information is
available online in Spanish at:

www.upct.es/sedpgym
and

www.inicia.es/de/sedpgym
- this site has some interesting pics.

6th IMHC
The 6th International Mining History
Conference is to be held in Japan, in
Hokkaido Prefecture, from 26th to
29th September 2003, inclusive.

There will be an optional four day
tour starting on the 30th.

More details on the conference will
be made available on the Exeter
University web site, (when available)
at:
www.exeter.ac.uk/~pfclaugh/mhinf/

contents.htm#conferences

‘Ozzie’ Mining History
Conference, July 2003

The next annual conference of the
Australian Mining History
Association will be held in the City of
Broken Hill, New South Wales, on 2-6
July 2003. Broken Hill is Australia’s
longest-lived and best-known mining
city and has had a significant
influence on the Australian economy.
For further information or assistance
with arrangements please contact

Greg Drew, GPO 1671, Adelaide,
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 5001
Email drew.greg@saugov.sa.gov.au

SWEMP 2002
International Conference on
Environmental Issues and Waste
Management in Mineral and Energy
Production, will be held in Cagliari
(Sardinia, Italy) 7-10 October 2002.
The venue is close to the lead-zinc
mining districts of Iglesias and
Masua, and the gold mining
operations of Furtei; all of which are
included in the technical itinerary.
Conference topics relate largely to
the problems of operating and the
closure of mineral extraction
processes but also includes
industrial (mining) archaeology.

Basic information regarding the event
is available at the web site:

www.swemp.com or
geoing.unica.it/digita/swemp/

index.htm
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e-mail: info@iarecordings.org or visit their web site at:
www.iarecordings.org

Mining Videos

A Tour of Clive Copper
Mine, £14.95
A comprehensive guided tour of
Clive, with Edwin Thorpe acting the
‘experienced’ expert and Kelvin Lake
the ‘novice’. The tour covers both
the upper and lower levels, plus the
Northern stope (the access to which
has completely changed).
Clive Rescue Practice, £9.95
An action packed ‘head banging’
record of a Club rescue practice,
featuring the ‘infamous’ maypole
winze traverse!
Snailbeach, £14.95
The rise and fall of Snailbeach, once
renowned as the “richest per acre of
ground in Europe”, is traced in this
production through the use of
historic photographs, animated plans
and sections, and unique
underground video footage.
Glengowla, £6.95
A tour around this amazing mineral
rich lead mine in Ireland, complete
with commentary and diagrams.

[12 mins.]

Collections from the Archives
The following tapes contain almost
all the footage recorded at the given
mine, and are intended as a resource
base, not a finished production:

C.15:Dudley Tunnel ’88 to ’89,£14.10
C.18:Donisthorpe Colliery, £11.75
C.20a:Snailbeach - Final Frontier, £9.87
C.23: Bagworth Colliery, £11.75
C.28: Morse’s Level, £9.87
C.29: SCMC in Cornwall, £16.45
C.32: SCMC in Ireland, £14.10
C.37: Dudley Tunnel - Wrens Nest

East Mine, a rare trip into the
workings during stabilisation
works.£9.87

C.41: Hem Heath Winders, £9.87
C.42 The SCMC at Onslow Park - a

record of the 1998 Club and Trust
display. £ 9.87

C.44 Nenthead Lead Mines - surface,
plus Smallcleugh, Rampgill Horse,
Capleclough Levels & Carrs
Level, £9.87

C.45 Twelve Mines of Ireland - made
for the first AGM of the MHSI it
contains excerts of C.32 with
added commentary. £11.75

C.46 Astley Green Colliery - shot
during the 1999 engine rally at the
Museum site (including views of
the huge winding engine) £9.87

C.48 Draglines - features the moving
of “Oddball” at St.Aidans
Opencast site, plus bigger
draglines at work in the North
East of England. £14.10

C.49 Annesley-Bentinck Colliery -
tour of surface, washery & rail
loading bunker. £9.87

For more details about videos contact:
I.A.Recordings, PO Box 476, Telford, TF8 7RH

Books, Videos and Events

all available from the Club at a discount,
 see Alan Robinson

The Thornley Coal Company - Owners of Thornley, Ludworth and Wheatley
Hill Collieries 1830-1885

Broadmeadows, Durham Road,
Wheatley Hill, County Durham DH 6
3LJ. (Presumably made out to the
History Club)

Depending on the success of this
edition, a second edition is already
being planned looking at the period
1886 - 1947 and the end of private
ownership.

Alan Vickers

This book was ‘launched’ by
Wheatley Hill History Club on the
11th May 2002 at the Workingmens
Club, Wheatley Hill, Co Durham.

The 200 page book costs £10 (plus
£2 p&p) and charts the history of the
coal company and the three
communities mentioned in the title.
Copies of the book can be obtained
by sending a cheque to:

On the Dressing of Ores by John
Darlington A4 paperback 96pp -
£12.95
An account of the methods and
machines of the 1870’s written by
Darlington, who was a mining
engineer at the time.  It was originally
published in Volume 2 of Ure’s
Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures
and Mines of 1878.  This is a
facsimile reprint although the text
has been enlarged by 30% for
improved clarity. This is a fascinating
volume with essential reading for
Historians wishing to interpret
working methods on abandoned sites
and is also of interest to the casual
observer. A must for any mining
collectors library.

Contents include :
Washing and separating of Ores;
Grinding and Crushing Machinery;
Stamps; Jigging Machinery;
Separators or Classifiers; The Strake,
Tye amd Strip; Sand and Slime
Dressing Machinery; Forward and
Lifting Apparatus

The Gunpowder Mills of Cumbria
by Ian Tyler, PB 296pp, cost £17.95
A History of Cumbria's Gunpowder
Industry
This latest book by Ian Tyler is
another well researched and well told
story, documenting an industry
which was fearful and horrifying
when things went wrong.  The
gunpowder mills were situated in
gentle, low lying country amongst
coppiced woods and small knolls of
land. It was a dangerous business
and the author takes us through its
history in comprehensive style.

The book includes details of the
particular Mills, supported by high
quality sketch plans, historical
information and B&W photos. There
is a useful Glossary of Terms, a
listing of each mill, the dates of its
operation a grid reference, the names
and duties of its workers, the date
they were employed and the area
they lived in.

Mike Moore
www.moorebooks.co.uk

mike@moorebooks.co.uk
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Diary Dates 2002Club Officers

21st Sept: Start of Speleoart
Exhibition, Dudley Art Gallery and
Museum.

27th-29th Sept: Hidden Earth 2002,
National Caving Conference,
Monmouth.

20th Oct: MCRO Rescue Practice,
possibly at Clive.

26th Oct: MRO Rescue Practice,
Longwood/August System.

1st - 3rd Nov: 10th International Cave
Rescue Meeting, Liège, Belgium.

2003
22nd March: NCA AGM, 10.30am
Baptist Church Hall, Alverchurch.

2nd-6th July: Australian Mining
History Association conference,
Broken Hill, New South Wales.

21st-27th July: International Cave
Rescue Congress is to be held at
Penwyllt, Abercave, South Wales.

26th-29th September: 6th
International Mining History
Conference,  Hokkaido Prefecture,
Japan.

Priceless mining artefacts ....

This is over 400 years old, anoriginal miners cart !

aaarrrr !!

... don’t touch it, it’s very delicate -dry rot I think.

... if anything happened to
it ...

mmm !!

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Librarian: Alan Robinson

NAMHO Rep: Steve Holding

Conservation Office:
John Martin

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

Rescue Officer:
Neal Rushton

‘Below’ Editor: Kelvin Lake

e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk

President: Alan Taylor

Chair: Steve Holding

Vice Chair & Assistant
Secretary: Eileen Bowen

Secretary: Mike Davies
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Bob Taylor

Tackle Officer: Andy Harris

Training Officer: Ian Davies


